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Kamikaze Jesus Redemption 

 

Boring deities regret begetting 
Action hero lip service 
Every time you yawn he stares 
                          at your mouth 
             tries to calculate how much regret 
             he could stuff in there 

Film strips stick taffy 
Flexed tongues loop replay 
Today he invented frogs 
Tomorrow gravity 
but he will call it sin 
     he will bup your tongue frog flesh 
his name salt 
            will slug your tongue 

This will fail to impress him 

 

 

 

 

 

 

after “Geronimo Boredom Prayer”
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Parole With The Punches 

 

Everyone’s fathers are wearing 
                           horizontal stripes 
                           this winter 

I am unfashionably available 

Let’s throw the jacuzzi out of the winnebago 
      stop crying as though anyone would 
      parade for our sex 
Let’s blow up a bathtub 
      pretend it means our addictions are cured 

I love you most when you’re distant 
                           you look so fucken small 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

after “I Want To Smoke Meth With You”
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A Smile Is Just A Broken Sneer 

 

You told my mother her rhinestone Cape Cod was crooked 

It was Florida 
Thanks for not making a dick joke 

Her husband’s cochlear implant 
                has two flat testicles 

We’re totally breaking up soon 
                               aren’t we? 

Florida is Cape Cod for the dead 
            limp promise of soiree 
                                heat 
            sweat to limit the chafing 
            rain to keep the plastic alive 

Kiss me like I mean it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

after “Let’s Move To Florida & Wrestle Gators”
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Raising The Bar 

 

Chisel your face on a Pop Tart 
                    you frosted graham cracker 
You’ve coughed up phlegm more impressive than 
                       my reputation 
You wore my dress to my funeral while I rotted 
                        in your bloomers 
My fingers positively igloominated 
             with your impending divorce ring 

We were widowed to each other before we ever met 

Let’s resuscitate our sorrows with cheap beer 
      forget all the names we were afraid 
              to call each other 

I keep throwing these lines at you 
I haven’t missed you yet 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
after “I Want To Get Drunk With You” 
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A Muse Meant Parked 

 

My best friends’ fangs are all dull this season 
                    ellipsed stories monotoned whee! 

If you were to dissect me heart first 
                                I could still roll my eyes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

after “I Am Awesome But Not Really, We Are Awesome & Getting Smaller” 
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A Pathetic 

 

i don’t feel like 
jerking off today 
reading your cliff note apologies 
screen door shopping 
finishing your prison sentences 
explaining why i hate chewing your bubblegum ass 
fining the litter box bugs 
marrying traditional remainders 
taking half off the bottom line 
flushing your plum wrinkles with my fingers 
being hornets with you 
setting your clock back to the womb 
you 

i don’t feel like you today 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

after “The Weekend Is Almost Here & I’m Already Bored” 
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Boxing 

 

all my jealousy fits in stolen collection plates 
                          broken walkie talkies 
                          husked hard drives 
                          my unsatisfying hands 

when the bedroom steamed with our — 
       what do you call it? — 
                                             passion 
                                 it was impossible to tell 
were we sauna or frost 

all my apathy fit in the nesting doll of my jealousy 
there was still room enough to strech my arms around you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

after “All My Good Deeds” 
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Leaves . Fall 

 

today is another day i have not left . the house smells . like mourning was . 
sunny side fried up . the cats don’t . remember you . made the decision bed . i 
did not . move you and now . maybe you can . be happy without all this . i am 
of . course happy why . would you ask ? or say i . look deep rest ? the lighting 
in my head is . perfect why . do you ask ? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

after “I Am Doing Something Right Now, I Am Not Doing A Thing”
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Poem For The Trying 

 

god i need a  
break already 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

after “Poem For The Trying”
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Last Year 

 

You called at unreasonable hours 
             with nothing to say 
but I love you 
to end the conversation 

I didn’t know how much 
I would miss your drunk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

after “This Year / Last Year” 
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What Ever  

 

All of our favorite . restaurants are closed . for the season of ever . they’ve built 
new . landmarks where our graves should be . and god we are so . stupid reasons 
to have been ever . so in whatever . sewn in what everyone knew . was too 
tight . god remember . that mutual thing we . did that time . how . we laughed . 
the city pulled up . pavement skirts . they’re only called . bloomers . you said . 
when there’s floral print . you faggot . it’s okay . we can call each other .        
whatever makes us . uncomfortable . like looking at each other . with the sun up 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

after “This Town Is The Town Of The Bored”
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Can I Write A Nature Poem 

Without Mentioning The Ocean  

 

We are barely dressed 
for snow 
heavy on thin limbs 
all the trees crawling toward us 
no wild life 
just domesticated lust 

Off the trail 
wet footed high 
we pass a cigar like a newborn child 

You said something endearing 
but it melted into the river 
we were afraid to try 
and step over 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

after “I Just Witnessed A Hawk Killing A Squirrel  
& Decided To Write A Nature Poem” 
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Tomorrow Is Not My Hometown 

 

shit you think . i haven’t heard that . melody of shifting eyes . before you       
realize . what a terrible mistake we are ? ha ! you can suck . this stupid poem up 
your nose . shoot . veins are a luxury . for better men than you . you tell me 
like . i’ve never fucked a perfect into a mistake . before . like i yesterday fell . off 
the boyfriend truck . i’ll tell you . the past . isn’t my hometown . you’ve never 
been . perfect or a mistake . just present which . is all i ever asked . you didn’t 
have to speak . to answer my desire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

after “Proclamation Poem” 
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Or Else 

 

Let’s be clear 
It’s my fault 
I fucked 
you up it this and 
You may not think 
yourself blamess but 
enough 

Nobody’s therapy makes the bestseller lists 
                     without editing in or out  
                               melancholy 

You are the best seller i stopped 
writing to about before i 
could start feeling in oh right arms 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
after “Love Yourself Or Else”
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I Shouldnt Include This 

 

Nobody’s therapy makes the best seller 
list without editing in or out melancholy 

Every detail of our beautiful cliché is missing 
fists and bile We were 
just nevermind Let’s not talk 
to about each other Right 
now i want you 
to remember 
   forget i brought it up 

Our my stupid confession is 
ughlelujah We are free now 
to never mention as public Right 
We never 
okay? 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

after “Love Yourself Or Else”
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My Teeth Arent Missing 

I Know Where They Are 

 

Yea yea analog 
wave your metronome hands 
hysterical lulloha 

Who needs a clock when 
there’s microwave cell phones? 

Why a kitchen table if we always eat out? 

Everything old is obsolete again 

Smile you magnificent absence 
Show me you still have teeth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
after “Be More Stupid” 
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Glitter Glitter Flicking Glitch 

 

LCD knuckles make every show experimental 
All my favorite words shattered 
                           unreadable 

This is not anyone’s face 

My teeth are grinding 
Eyebrows itch 
No computer lets me drift 
beyond my conscience How i wish i was 
knuckle deep in 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

after “Sanyo”
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% 

 

the broken  
torrents of yesterday don’t 
interest me 

and you pronounce tomorrow 
like your lips were still 
colored with promise 

cream never freezes 
smooth in delicious flavors 
of ice because words 
yes words are rarely telling 
                 mostly show 

mountains climb nothing 
but fall is just 
a single dash away from fail 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
after “Sanyo” 
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Game Of Fences 

 

my favorite part of you . was made for sitting on . and yet . i never liked . the 
fences . that throned you 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
after “Ass Within An Ass” 
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Like Id Ever Lived Here 

 

the morning you asked me to 
wait outside your grandmother’s house 
until dark when 
all your relatives left 
except you and her 

i snuck in the garage we 
kissed in the basement like 
teenage girls which 
one half of us was 

while you slept up 
in a comfortable bed your grandmother 
shuffled her memories toward 
me called me by your name and i 
helped her pack and unpack antique dolls god 
i never felt so close 
to you while i slept 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

after “Back Home Again In India”
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Awkward Villanelle 

 

It’s good that we’re moving on 
to other loves and other genders 
you said against the frosted dawn 

It’s tiresome the way you fawn 
over every smiling late night bender 
It’s good that we’re moving on 

Could I snore through another non- 
car crash relationship, all dented fenders? 

You said Against the frosted dawn 
you dress your desire like the last of the big time spenders 
When morning comes you’re just another plain-clothed john 
It’s good that 

                   We’re moving on 
different speeds of escalators  

                                   Time renders 
us going, been there, approaching soon, gone 
you said 

            Against the frosted dawn 
I look both sacrificed queen and eager pawn 
Angry, bitter, calm, and tender 

It’s good that we’re moving on 
you said against the frosted dawn 
 

after “Cool Sestina” 
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I Stay East 

 

despite manifest destiny west . always seemed like moving . backward winter 
autumn . summer spring . the long migrating butterfly becomes . the short lived 
caterpillar . the egg eats through you . should have stayed . closer to me . the 
sun is no nearer california . destiny neither we are not . what we make or are . 
made of we . are just what . we want the horizon . is a dream . why . do you 
think we can . never touch it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

after “Holiday”
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Prayer For The Vacancy 

 

give me some 
neon back 
rub to crack 
the carbonation from my spine and give 
me shark tooth resilience 
in the face of white wales give me 
give me give me i 
need a clock’s worth  
of letters a broken hand 
a diaframe to hang 
my voice in i won’t be 
using it or you don’t worry 
i just want 
a moment all 
i want is just 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

after “Hallelujah Giant Space Wolf” 
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How We Have Killed Each Other 

 

Nothing as obvious 
as knife to heart I sharpened 
the rice before i fed 
it to you You smiled 
And the reflection of the sun in 
my eyes blinded me 
And i fell into your swallowing mouth 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

after “People Are Getting Chopped In Half All Over The Place  
But I Am Still Intact” 
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Pacing 

 

we need notification . that we would be cancelled . before we’d written . the 
second half ot he final season . contracts meant we must . finish as though  
everything was normal . kiss without taking the keys back . ignore the plane . 
tickets under the tongue . try and read your lines as though you were unaware . 
the cheap comedy of rerun sitcoms would be . taking your place the only         
consolation . you can finally ignore the censors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
after Swordfight On The Count Of 3 Ok ... 3” 
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Whatever 

 

i left the electricity in my eyes 
long after your interest was overdue 

i stopped alphabetizing your laundry 
long before i stopped letting you fold me 

i scrubbed the floor of your mouth 
because i hoped you would slip on it 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 
 

after “Things I Should Mention” 
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Impatience 

 

we are the only post midnight car 
         in this lot with windows 
         fogged not by fuck but 
         weed and bad food 
         sneaking legal sin 

your mother would be so relieved she 
                might forgive my desire 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
after “In The Waiting Room” 
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Still Insomnia And Me 

 

i am tired . of . you stealing away . on your side . of my bed you cowered . limp 
glasses . erect nosed back sleeper . you call your sex a cookie . bemoan my 
reaching . hands but when i sleep . or pretend to . sleep you . grind your sex . 
into me upset .if i do not wake . and your morning 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

after “Sleep Poem” 
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That’s as far as I got. Whenever I did this. 2012? 2013? I’m not sure. There are a 
few more poems in Hallelujah Giant Space Wolf but it feels dishonest to add 
something now, when so much of the project was its immediacy. Sit down, read 
a poem once or twice, find a line that appeals, and then come up with something 
that fits with that line. Oh, and try and tie it in with your previous poems, as 
well.  

It’s 2019 now, nearly 2020, and I’m getting ready to more work like this. Mainly 
because finding this book excited me. No, these aren’t all of my favorite poems 
by any stretch, but I do enjoy how they all came together to form one poem that 
I still enjoy performing / sharing that manages to tie this tiny manuscript         
together, and yet seem like something entirely different. 

I hope you enjoy that, too. 
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Parole With The Punches 

Good morning he says like How did I get here? 
Good morning I say like This again 

As we dress he tells me 
his father is wearing horizontal stripes and  
                         leg chains this season which is  
                         all the rage  
with men who wake up next to me  
                             surprised that I’m still there 

I tell him that if you were to dissect me heart first  
                 during my autopsy 
                  I could still roll my eyes 

He says I’ll buy you dinner 

I say I’ve been dreaming of mockingbirds again 
                                 how they sing in languages  
                                       they don’t understand 
                                             listen to talk radio 
                                             vote party lines not issues 

He says I think my father is a mockingbird 
          I swear he sounded like he loved me once 

I say I wish had met you before 
your father settled at the back of your eye sockets  
but how can you love Joe Frazier 
without learning to understand Ali 

He says So dinner 
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All my words go down the wrong pipe 
His eyes keep checking the door for a pulse 
This is the worst first date we’ve been on all week 

When the check comes prematurely and 
                            higher than we were when we first shackled eyes 
he says Let’s throw the Jacuzzi out of the Winnebago  
which I think means dessert 

I say Why not just blow up the bathtub and  
                       pretend our addictions are cured 
which means I’m on a diet 

He can tell that 
communication lines between my mouth and my stomach  
have been in disrepair for longer than I should probably admit 

He asks What’s next for us? 

I say Let’s resuscitate our sorrows in cheap beer and 
             forget all the names we’re terrified to call each other 

He says All my favorite bars are closed for the season of ever 

I ask When did this city start pulling up its pavement bloomers so early 

He says I’m pretty sure you can only call underwear ‘bloomers’  
          if they have floral print on them 
          faggot 

I study his face 
         like I’m getting my doctorate in Are You Fucken Kidding Me 

He laughs like I have never fucked a perfect into a mistake before  
             like I yesterday fell off the boyfriend truck 
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He says You’re sweet 
How about I call you sometime soon 
like the future is my home town 

I go back home to yesterday 
to scrub off my exhaustion 
because every time I yawned in front of him  
          he stared at my mouth like he 
              was trying to calculate how much regret  
                                                       he could stuff in there 

When now comes 
I stare at my cellphone  
        like silence is my ringtone 
        like he will any moment decide to remake the mistake of us 
walk again through my door and kiss me  
like I mean it 
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Fin 
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 I really don’t remember writing most of this. It must have been in 
2013, after my first, and thusfar, only time walking through the Book Fair at 
AWP (Association Of Writers & Writing Programs). I had gone to hang out 
with Patricia Smith, the founder of the open mic venue where I bartend and 
read. I almost never get to see her, so I was excited when she was receptive to 
walking around the bookfair for a while. She is one of the truly excellent people 
I’ve met through the art form. Anyone jealous of her awards and                 
accomplishments can fuck right off. She’s the hardest working, and most talented 
people from the first decade of slam, and she’s still working harder than pretty 
much anyone else in the business. 

 We probably only walked around for about half an hour or forty-five 
minutes, but she introduced me as The Editor Of The Cantab Anthology, where 
her writing had appeared, and this caused actual editors and publishers to be 
nicer to me than they probably would have if I had just been perusing their 
tables. Which, in turn, helped them, as I bought at least one book from pretty 
much every table that was nice to me. 

 After she went off to do a panel, I ran into Anis Mojgani, and asked 
him to recommend some presses. I did the same with Cristin O’Keefe Aptowicz, 
and June Melby, who had been hanging out at the WriteBloody table. 

 I don’t know which of them recommended the table where I found 
Hallelujah, Giant Space Wolf, or if it was something I found when I walked 
around solo, being mostly ignored by publishers, who would occasionally note 
the zipper pull on my hoodie, before turning their backs to talk about how they 
were working on their Master’s theses. 

 It was a few months after the book fair that Devon, an ex who had 
moved away to California, came back to visit. Eventually. He stood me up              
several times before showing up at 2AM one night. We didn’t talk. We didn’t 
spend any time with each other. I left him to sleep in the living room, while I 
went into my room. 
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 A few days later, I decided to do an Interaction Project, where I took a 
book off my poetry shelf at random, and started writing along to it. Apparently 
Devon was Way Way Way on my mind. This manuscript happened, and then I 
put it on a shelf. And then it made its way into a box. And then I unpacked it, 
along with dozens of other formerly blank books, without even bothering to 
open it and see what I’d written. 

 Six years later, I have only a vague idea of writing it. And most of that 
vague idea is because I still occasionally perform the final poem of this book, 
which is an amalgalm of most of the others that precede it. But, to me, it wasn’t 
a poem about my relationship with Devon, it was a generic poem that            
generalized about several exes. What do I even know about my own writing? 

 I hope you enjoyed this month’s Patreon book, as I’m going to be 
doing more interaction stuff during 2020. 

 As always, thank you!    
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